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ABSTRACT: This work investigates the computational improvement of a hybrid 

equations solver in order to reduce the computing time of nonlinear response-history 

analysis of structures. The hybrid solver integrates a direct solver and an iterative solver 

in order to reduce the overall computing time on solving a series of equilibrium equations 

systems arisen from nonlinear structural dynamic analysis. It was developed recently by 

the authors, and was implemented and integrated with OpenSees platform. This work 

investigated a threshold factor that determine the switching between the direct solver and 

the iterative solver, aiming to further reduce the computational workload of solving 

equilibrium equations. A numerical model of a nine-story building was used to present 

the computational characteristics of the hybrid solver and the computational improvement 

when adjusting the threshold factor. The result shows that the hybrid solver can at least 

runs two times faster (i.e., latency speedup of three) than a conventional direct solver 

(which is UMFPack in this test), and a latency speedup of up to five was observed.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The long computing time of nonlinear response-history analysis is one of the obstacles for practical 

applications of performance based design to examine the safety of a building for the limit state when it 

is subjected to extreme conditions such as large earthquakes. While nonlinear response-history 

analysis is an important manner to verify the structural performance of a building at limit state, it is 

computationally expensive than most practical projects can accept. Some research efforts have been 

made to distribute computational workload through parallel computing (Vamvatsikos, 2011; Ventura 

et al., 2015). Due to the reality difficulties, current structural engineers are allowed to adopt simpler 

prescriptive routes which are based on certain simplifying assumptions. Solving linear systems 

occupies the majority of computing time of a nonlinear dynamic analysis. A nonlinear response-

history analysis consists of thousands of time steps of time integration. In each time an equilibrium 

equations system A ∆u=b is formed and solved. The matrix A represents the structural characteristics 

that normally combines the stiffness, damping, and mass of the numerical model of the structure. The 

vector b represents the unbalance force of the system that combines external force, resisting force, and 

inertia force. The coefficients for the combinations depend on the size of the time increment and 

which time integration algorithm is adopted. The vector ∆u is the incremental transient response of the 

structure. Since the stiffness, damping, mass matrices and resisting force may change slightly with 

response, the response is typically refined by a nonlinear solution method (such as Newton-Raphson’s 

method or one of its variation methods) iteratively until the system converges. However, even though 

it requires to solve a linear system a few times, it has to be done sequentially one iteration after 

another. The computing time cannot be reduced by simply solving multiple linear systems 

concurrently. To distinguish these iterations and those to be mentioned later in an iterative solver, this 

paper calls them Newton’s iterations and solver’s iterations, respectively. 
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There are generally two fundamental categories of methods that are used to solve a linear system: 

direct and iterative methods. Direct methods are widely used in the structural analysis community due 

to its good robustness on solving ill-conditioned nonlinear systems. However, it typically needs to run 

matrix factorization on the system matrix A every time step (or even every iteration if Newton-

Raphson’s method is adopted) because the system matrix A changes every time step, leading to a long 

computing time. The computing speed of iterative methods very much depends on the preconditioner 

they use. A good preconditioner predicts good approximation of vector ∆u, leading to less iterations 

and shorter computing time. However, when the system gets ill-conditioned, which occurs when the 

structure goes damaged, the iterative methods needs more iterations to achieve demanded accuracy, 

resulting in a long computing time. Recently there has been much research effort invested in hybrid 

solvers that combines features of direct and iterative methods, such as HIPS (Gaidamour and Hénon, 

2008), PDSLin (Yamazaki et al., 2013), and ShyLU (Rajamanickam et al., 2012). Some of the hybrid 

solvers are further parallelized. Typically a hybrid solver partially factorizes a matrix using a direct 

method and uses an iterative method on the remaining part of the system. While these hybrid solvers 

aim to reduce computing time of solving a single linear system, however, they generally ignore the 

revolution of a sequence of linear systems which numerically and discretely represent the progressive 

behavior of a nonlinear problem. In addition, they typically do not adapt their hybrid scheme for any 

consideration of the illness of a system, which is an important factor of the convergence when using 

iterative methods in nonlinear dynamic analysis. 

This work employed a direct-iterative hybrid solution which was proposed recently (Yang et al., 2017) 

and further adjusted a threshold factor in order to further improve the computational efficiency. The 

hybrid solution is based on a sparse direct solver and a sparse iterative solver. When solving a 

sequence of linear systems that is progressively generated during the process of a nonlinear dynamic 

analysis, the proposed hybrid solution switches between a direct solver and an iterative solver. For 

each single problem it adopts either a direct or an iterative solver according to the illness of the 

problem. When a direct solver is selected, it is used to solve the equilibrium equations and the 

factorized triangular matrices are stored. When an iterative solver is adopted, its preconditioner is 

basically based on the latest factorized matrices previously calculated by the direct solver. If the 

computing time of the previous iterative solution is longer than a certain threshold, it switches to the 

direct solver, updates the preconditioner for following iterative solutions. Being implemented based on 

OpenSees platform (McKenna, 2011), the hybrid solution runs one time faster (i.e., latency speedup of 

two) than solely using the direct solver. By adjusting the threshold factor that determines the switching 

between two solvers, the computational efficiency can be further improved.  

2 HYBRID SOLUTION OF SOLVING EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 

The hybrid solution aimed to reduce the overall computing time of solving a sequence of equilibrium 

systems  that are arisen from the process of nonlinear response-history analysis. The 

subscription i is the Newton’s iteration index that represents a force balance status in a certain time 

step. The definition of matrix A, vector ∆u and b can be found in Yang et al. (2017) and many finite 

element textbooks, and is not introduced redundantly in this paper.  Figure 1 displays the flowchart of 

a typical nonlinear response-history analysis in the viewpoint of this work. This work focuses on the 

Step 6 shown in Fig. 1, which is generally the most computational intensive part of an analysis. Since 

each time step generally requires a few Newton’s iterations to achieve force balancing, the index i is 

not necessary the time step index, and the total number of Newton’s iterations is a few times more 

than number of time steps in an analysis.  

The computing time of Step 6 is relatively difficult to deal with. Many research efforts have been 

investigated to reduce the computing time and memory requirement of linear equations solution 

problems on either direct solution (Amestoy et al., 2015; Davis et al., 2016) or iterative solution 

(Balay et al. 2016). Various iterative methods are developed and modified to speed up the 

convergence. Parallel computing techniques are employed by both categories of solvers. However, 

most of the investigations focus on solving a single linear system, not solving a series of linear 

systems that require to be solved one by one sequentially. Most of the computing cost concentrate on 
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Steps 4, 5, and 6. Generally speaking, the computation of Steps 4 and 5 are composed of numerical 

integration over the volume of each element, and are element independent. Regardless data access 

collision and implementation details, computations of Steps 4 and 5 are basically embarrassingly 

parallel workload, and are relatively natural to be parallelized by using message-passing parallel, 

multithreading or GPU computing techniques (Maroosi et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014). 

 

Step 1: Read input files / set initial state

Step 2: Data processing for next time step 

Step 3: Data processing for next iteration

Step 4: Calculate (update) system matrix Ai  (see Eq. 2)

Step 5: Calculate (update) vector bi (see Eq. 3)

Step 6: Solve Ai ∆ui = bi (see Eq. 1)

Step 7: Set trial responses (see Eqs. 4 to 6)
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Figure 1: Typical flowchart of a nonlinear response-history analysis 

Looking into the Step 6, the hybrid solution adaptively selects either a direct solver or an iterative 

solver in each step. In iteration i, if the direct method is selected, matrix Ai is refactorized and the ∆ui 

is solved by the direct solver. Figure 2 presents the refined procedure if the Step 6, i.e., solution of the 

linear system . If the iterative solver is selected, the previously factorized result is used for 

preconditioning. The direct solver is selected if any of the following condition is true.  

(1) If it is the first step (i.e., i equals 0), when there does not exist any factorized result.  

(2) If the iterative solver was selected in the previous step and its computing time exceeds 70% of 

the computing time of the previous direct solver, indicating the preconditioner may need to 

update. 

Direct or iterative
Direct solution Iterative solution

Factorize Ai into Li and Ui

Solve ∆ui by solving Li y 
= bi and U ∆ui = y

Adopt previous factorized 
Ai for preconditioner M

Save Li and Ui

process flow data flow

Solve ∆ui by an iterative 
method

Step 6: Solve Ai ∆ui = bi

 

Figure 2: Refined procedure of solving  in a series of equilibrium equations  
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3 NUMERICAL TESTS OF THRESHOLD FACTOR ADJUSTMENT  

The threshold factor of the hybrid solution determines either the direct solver or the iterative solver is 

to be selected in the next iteration. Generally speaking, a higher threshold factor tends to keeping 

current preconditioners, while a lower threshold factor tends to switching to the direct solver and 

updating the preconditioners more frequently. The threshold factor was set to 0.7 based on the authors’ 

previous experiences on linear programming without considering any experiences based on nonlinear 

response-history analysis of structures.  

A numerical model of a nine-story building (Figure 3) was tested in this work to verify the computing 

performance of the hybrid solution and the improvement of adjustment the threshold factor, and 

compare it with solely UMFPack (Davis et al., 2016), a sparse direct solver. The model was made of 

beam-column elements, each represents a beam, a column, or a brace of the structure. It is a relatively 

simple and low-computing cost approach to model the structure of the building, and is commonly used 

in practice. The displacement-based beam-column element type (i.e., dispBeamColumn in OpenSees) 

was adopted. Each beam-column element is mainly integrated by five integration sections. Each 

section consists of eight steel rebars, a quadrilateral concrete patch (including refined with 100 fibers, 

representing confined concrete within hoops), 40 surrounding patches that representing concrete 

covers. Thus the nonlinear response of each such element is integrated with 740 (i.e., 5×(8+100+40)) 

uniaxial material units. 

 

Mesh information:
# of elements: 997
# of nodes: 408
# of degrees-of-freedom: 2,250

Modal analysis result:
T1: 1.20 s
T2: 0.65 s 
T3: 0.63 s 
T4: 0.51 s  

steel rebar
unconfined concrete fiber

confined concrete fiber
X

Y

w = 0.5 ~ 0.8 m

h
 =

 0
.5

 ~
 0

.8
 m

Dimension (w/h): vary at 
different stories  

Figure 3: Numerical model of a nine-story building  

The ground motions selected in this work is the measured triaxial accelerations in 1999 Chi-Chi 

earthquake recorded by station TCU017. This ground motion was selected because it tends to magnify 

low-rise building responses at that area than its neighbouring areas even it is relatively far from the 

epicenter. A 30-second section of the entire record was used for the numerical tests in this work. The 

ground motion was scaled to four ground motions with peak ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.1g 

(GM1), 0.4g (GM2), 0.8g (GM3), and 1g (GM4), respectively. 

The tests were executed on CentOS (64-bit/release 5.11) workstations equipped with Intel Xeon 

processors. The OpenSees version 2.4.6 (trunk 6022), UMFPACK version 5.7.1 (Davis et al., 2016), 

PARALUTION version 1.0.0 (Trost et al., 2015), and the hybrid solution code developed in this work 

were built by GNU compiler. The computer hardware includes an Intel Xeon CPU coded E5450 with 

an operating frequency of 3 GHz and a 32-GB main memory. With sufficient main memory, no page 

swapping between main memory and disk storage was observed during the entire computing 

procedures.  

Figure 4 shows the computing time of solving the equilibrium equations through the entire analysis 

using the hybrid solution. The horizontal axis is the Newton’s iterative steps rather than analysis time 

step because the computing time of each time step varies as it contains different number of 

convergence iterations. While the vertical axis is in unit of milliseconds, it should not be ignored that 
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the summation of the tiny time cost is the major part of the entire analysis time, which could be up to 

days or even months in a single run of large cases. The blue dots showed that the computing time for a 

direct solver to solve a linear equations system are quite constant through the entire analysis (about 40 

milliseconds in the case). Several outliers which ran up to 57 milliseconds, which could be induced by 

computer I/O or other interferences, were relatively insignificant because they only occupied a very 

small part of the entire analysis. The hybrid solution adopted the direct solver at the first convergence 

iteration (the first blue dot), followed by thousands of solutions executed by the iterative solver 

without need to run matrix factorization. Since the structure was still in a relatively linear stage, the 

iterative solver, which employs factorized matrices as the preconditioner, converges quickly within 

only a few iterations. We roughly split the analysis into three stages: linear stage (from Newton 

iteration 1 to 2900), transition stage (from Newton iteration 2901 to 5700), and significant nonlinear 

stage (from Newton iteration 5701 to 9737). In the linear stage, each took only 7.5 milliseconds in 

average. In the transition stage, it took 12 milliseconds in average. Even when it went into significant 

nonlinear stage where the direct and iterative solvers were adopted alternatively, each Newton 

iteration took 20 milliseconds in average, which was about half of that using the direct solver. the 

computing time of each Newton iteration was significantly related to the nonlinearity of the structure. 

When a structure gets nonlinear, the stiffness changes significantly, and the preconditioner (i.e., the 

factorized matrices) of the iterative solver is no longer accurate. Thus either the iterative solver needs 

more iterations to converge, or it requires re-factorizing the system matrix to obtain a better 

preconditioner. 
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Figure 4: Equilibrium equations solution time using hybrid solution (PGA 0.1g): Showing how it 

saves computing time compared with direct solver (Threshold factor: 0.7) 

 

The latency speedup of the hybrid solution is not constant through the entire analysis. The computing 

time is much shorter than that of the direct solver when the structure is relatively in the linear phase, 

and getting closer to the direct solver as the structure gets nonlinear. Figure 5 shows the accumulated 

latency speedup histories using different selected threshold factors from 0.1 to 0.9. The curves shown 

in Figure 5 are based on accumulated computing time (from iteration 0) rather than the computing 

time of each iteration. It can be seen that the computational time is not sensitive to the threshold factor 

in the linear phase. A too-low threshold factor (i.e., 0.1 in this case) resulted to a steep drop of speedup 

(but still 4 to 11 times faster than the direct solver), indicating a poor computational efficiency due to 

frequent direct solver calls. In the nonlinear phase, a lower threshold factor, which updates precondi-

tioners more frequently, tends to be capable capture the change of stiffness matrix, and achieves short-

er computing time and a higher latency speedup.  
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Figure 5: Evolution of accumulated latency speedup history using different threshold factors: Showing 

the best threshold is likely around 0.2 and 0.3 

 

The equilibrium equation solution time of each iteration displays how a relatively lower threshold fac-

tor (i.e., 0.2 in this case) reduces the computing time. Besides a few iterations which jumped to high 

solution time, the solution time generally remained low (less than 25 ms) by properly updating the 

preconditioners (each costed 75 ms). A relatively low threshold factor updates the preconditioners fre-

quently that controls the iterative solution time and does not spend too much time on direct solution.  

 

General direct solution 
time is about 0.075 s

General upper bound of iterative
solution time is about 0.025 s

 

Figure 6: Equilibrium equations solution time using hybrid solution (threshold factor of 0.2): Showing 

better speedup at nonlinear phase (comparing to Figure 4) 

The test results also showed that a good threshold factor is around 0.2 and 0.3, and is not sensitive to 

the intensity of input ground motions. We gradually increased the peak ground accelerations of the in-

put motions from 0.4 g to 1 g with threshold factors from 0.1 to 0.9. The results are displayed in Fig-

ure 7.  
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Figure 7: Speedups versus threshold factors under different PGAs of ground motions: Show-

ing best threshold factors are not sensitive to intensity of ground motions 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the computational performance improvement of equilibrium equations solution 

time in nonlinear response-history analysis of structures by employing a hybrid solver and adjusting 

the threshold factor of this solver. This work is an extension of the authors previous work on the 

development of the hybrid solution, aiming to reduce the computational cost and improve the wide 

applications of nonlinear response-history analysis in practices. This paper presents how the 

adjustment of the threshold factor changes the computing time of the solution iterations. A nine-story 

building case was adopted to demonstrate the characteristics of computing time in linear phase, 

transition phase, and nonlinear phase of the analysed structure through the response-history analysis. 

The result shows that the hybrid solver has good potential to run two times faster (achieving a latency 

speedup of thee) than simple usage of UMFPack, a widely used advanced sparse direct solver.  
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